I. grammar multiple choice [na bazie obowiązującego materiału] x15

For questions 1-15, choose the phrase which best completes each sentence. Write your answers (A, B, C or D) IN THE TABLE ON THE ANSWER SHEET.

1. Not until the cake is sticky .......... .
   A. there can be taste          B. the taste can exist
   C. can it be tasted           D. it can be tasted

2. If he hadn’t been driving so fast, he wouldn’t .......... .
   A. cause the accident and his wife would still be alive.
   B. have caused the accident and his wife would have still been alive.
   C. have caused the accident and his wife would still be alive.
   D. have caused the accident and his wife wouldn’t die.

II. sentence correction (“zaznacz błąd i popraw”) [na bazie obowiązującego materiału] x15

The passage below contains mistakes. There may be no more than 1 error in a line or the line contains no errors at all. The errors may be wrong, missing or extra words, problems involving verb tenses or forms, phrasal verbs, prepositions, articles, spelling, punctuation, etc. Underline each error and write your correction or the OK (✓) symbol in the space provided in the right-hand column.

Green and black are the most popular tea varieties. Green tea, probably the eldest of all teas, is produced from the best quality shoots of the tea plant. Research made in Japan has shown that among people who drink green tea every day, there are fewer cases of cancer and tumours. Black tea, that is served on many social occasions, has also proved to have ...

1. .........................
2. .........................
3. .........................
4. .........................
5. .........................

III. transformations (z początkiem zdania) [na bazie obowiązującego materiału] x15

Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it is as similar in meaning as possible to the original sentence printed before. Write your answers ON THE ANSWER SHEET.

1. Peter is sorry he declined the invitation.
   Peter is sorry not ... to have accepted the invitation.

2. Everyone but Billy failed to convince the investor.
   No one but Billy succeeded ... in convincing the investor.
IV. **word building** [na bazie listy wordbuilding + English File Advanced SB] x15

Use the word given in CAPITALS at the end of each sentence to form a new word that fits in the space in the same sentence. Write your answers clearly IN THE TABLE ON THE ANSWER SHEET. Mind the correct SPELLING.

1. In this edition of the show, physicians help retirees embrace a more active >>>>>> and change their eating habits. LIFE

2. Astronomers claim that this was a truly >>>>>> explosion. MONSTER

V. **open cloze** [przedimki] x15

Complete the following sentences with a, an, the or – (no article).

Since 1964 I have lived in ___(1) South as ___(2) non-Southerner. In that year I left my hometown in ___(3) upside New York and settled in ___ (4) Atlanta, ___(5) Georgia. I was almost twenty-one years old, I had recently graduated from ___(6) University of Pennsylvania, and I had just married ___(7) Southern Gentleman.

VI. **reading comprehension** x5

Read the text and complete the statements choosing the answer that you think fits best. For questions 1-5, write your answers (A, B, C or D) IN THE TABLE ON THE ANSWER SHEET.

Up until very recently the kingdom of Bhutan, perched high in the Himalayas between China and India, was almost totally cut-off from the wider world. Its first cross-border diplomatic accords were signed in 1959 with China, and it had to wait until the 1960s for paved roads and electricity. It is still today an impoverished country and Bhutan was also the last country to introduce television which arrived in 1999. Those few who could afford to buy a television and the subscription were then, finally, free to waste hours watching 64 channels beamed in, primarily, from India. (...)

1. Up until recently, Bhutan was isolated from the rest of the world because...

   A. It didn’t have TV or electricity.
   B. there were no real roads.
   C. of its geography.
   D. the article doesn’t state why.
1. **grammar multiple choice** [na bazie obowiązującego materiału] x15

For questions 1-15, choose the phrase which best completes each sentence. Write your answers (A, B, C or D) IN THE TABLE ON THE ANSWER SHEET.

1. Not until the cake is sticky .......... .
   A. there can be taste       B. the taste can exist
   C. can it be tasted         D. it can be tasted

2. If he hadn't been driving so fast, he wouldn’t .......... .
   A. cause the accident and his wife would still be alive.
   B. have caused the accident and his wife would have still been alive.
   C. have caused the accident and his wife would still be alive.
   D. have caused the accident and his wife wouldn't die.

2. **transformations** (z początkiem zdania) [na bazie obowiązującego materiału] x10

Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it is as similar in meaning as possible to the original sentence printed before. Write your answers ON THE ANSWER SHEET.

1. Peter is sorry he declined the invitation.
   **Peter is sorry not** ... to have accepted the invitation.

2. Everyone but Billy failed to convince the investor.
   **No one but Billy succeeded** ... in convincing the investor.

3. **text correction** [one error per line] x15

In MOST lines of the following text there is ONE unnecessary word. It is either grammatically incorrect or does not fit with the sense of the text. Find each unnecessary word, and then write it in the table ON THE ANSWER SHEET. Indicate the correct lines with a tick (√).

Migrant workers from the new European Union states are to filling jobs that 1
UK workers are not being prepared to take, but for much lower wages. Three 2
quarters of employers said that they had believed European enlargement had 3
been good for business. A survey of 1,000 migrants and employers 4
found out employers used highly qualified migrant workers for low-skilled 5
and the low-paid work. These findings confirm that immigration keeps
6 on down wage inflation by relieving labour shortages. Employers said that
7 they were valued migrant workers filling vacancies in low-skilled jobs,
8 especially in the building, hospitality and agricultural sectors. 9

4. **word building** [na bazie listy wordbuilding] x10

Use the word given in CAPITALS at the end of each sentence to form a new word that fits in the space in the same sentence. Write your answers clearly IN THE TABLE ON THE ANSWER SHEET. Mind the correct SPELLING.

1. In this edition of the show, physicians help retirees embrace a more active >>>>>>> and change their eating habits. **LIFE**
2. Astronomers claim that this was a truly >>>>>>> explosion. **MONSTER**

5. **trios** x10

For questions 1-10, think of a SINGLE WORD which can be used appropriately IN ALL THREE sentences. Write the words IN THE TABLE ON THE ANSWER SHEET.

1. I'm sorry but I >>>>>>> to that kind of language in the classroom.
   Juliet was the >>>>>>> of Romeo’s desire.
   The >>>>>>> of today’s lesson is to learn how to boil an egg.

2. Most men prefer women with a fuller >>>>>>> to women who are too skinny.
   I just can’t >>>>>>> out how that magician managed to pull that trick off.
   Could you hand me that toy >>>>>>> of a soldier from off the shelf?

6. **open cloze** [przyimki] x15

Complete the text with prepositions.

Welcome to "Introduction to Computers and the Internet." This course is designed to help inexperienced computer users get ............ their fear of technology and get ............ it "technically." We are going to teach you how to get ............ with computers and get ............ the Internet. I am your instructor, Mr. Pfeffer, and these are my two assistants, Mrs. Frank and Miss DePaul. Together, we are going to help you get ............ these lessons. By the time you get ............ of this class, you will have mastered the concepts you need to successfully navigate the Web.
1. grammar multiple choice x15

For questions 1-15, choose the phrase which best completes each sentence. Write your answers (A, B, C or D) IN THE TABLE ON THE ANSWER SHEET.

1. Not until the cake is sticky ...........
   A. there can be taste
   B. the taste can exist
   C. can it be tasted
   D. it can be tasted

2. If he hadn't been driving so fast, he wouldn't .......... .
   A. cause the accident and his wife would still be alive.
   B. have caused the accident and his wife would have still been alive.
   C. have caused the accident and his wife would still be alive.
   D. have caused the accident and his wife wouldn't die.

2. transformations [ze słowem kluczowym] x10

For each of the sentences below, write a new sentence as similar as possible to the original sentence, but using the word given in capital letters. The words MUST NOT BE ALTERED in any way.

1. Stephen just couldn't manage to explain how he made so many spelling errors. LOSS
   Stephen was at a loss to explain...

2. I don't think teaching biology really suits them. CUT
   I don't think they are cut out for teaching biology.

3. I am going to make you responsible for today's program. CHARGE
   I'm going to put you in charge of today's program.

3. text correction [one error per line] x15

In MOST lines of the following text there is ONE unnecessary word. It is either grammatically incorrect or does not fit with the sense of the text. Find each unnecessary word, and then write it in the table ON THE ANSWER SHEET. Indicate the correct lines with a tick (✓).

Migrant workers from the new European Union states are to filling jobs that
UK workers are not being prepared to take, but for much lower wages. Three
quarters of employers said that they had believed European enlargement had

1
2
3
been good for business. A survey of 1,000 migrants and employers found out employers used highly qualified migrant workers for low-skilled and the low-paid work. These findings confirm that immigration keeps on down wage inflation by relieving labour shortages. Employers said that they were valued migrant workers filling vacancies in low-skilled jobs, especially in the building, hospitality and agricultural sectors.

4. **word building** [na bazie listy wordbildung] x10

Use the word given in CAPITALS at the end of each sentence to form a new word that fits in the space in the same sentence. Write your answers clearly IN THE TABLE ON THE ANSWER SHEET. Mind the correct SPELLING.

1. In this edition of the show, physicians help retirees embrace a more active >>>>>>> and change their eating habits. **LIFE**

2. Astronomers claim that this was a truly >>>>>>> explosion. **MONSTER**

5. **trios** x10

For questions 1-10, think of a SINGLE WORD which can be used appropriately IN ALL THREE sentences. Write the words IN THE TABLE ON THE ANSWER SHEET.

1. I’m sorry but I >>>>>>> to that kind of language in the classroom.
   Juliet was the >>>>>>> of Romeo’s desire.
   The >>>>>>> of today’s lesson is to learn how to boil an egg.

2. Most men prefer women with a fuller >>>>>>> to women who are too skinny.
   I just can’t >>>>>>> out how that magician managed to pull that trick off.
   Could you hand me that toy >>>>>>> of a soldier from off the shelf?

6. **open cloze** x15

For questions 1-15, read the text below and think of ONE WORD which best fits each space. Write the words IN THE TABLE ON THE ANSWER SHEET. Remember: contractions like can’t, let’s or shouldn’t count as two words.

A white officer who killed a black man after apparently mistakenly grabbing his gun (1)...... of his taser has turned (2)...... in to police. Robert Bates, 73, has been charged with manslaughter (3)...... killing Eric Harris, 44, during a sting operation over gun sales in Tulsa, Oklahoma. His lawyer said the (4)...... were "unwarranted" as he and Mr. Bates left the police station. His client was released (5)...... a $25,000 (£16,900) bond.
1. **grammar multiple choice** [na bazie obowiązującego materiału] x15

For questions 1-15, choose the phrase which best completes each sentence. Write your answers (A, B, C or D) IN THE TABLE ON THE ANSWER SHEET.

1. Not until the cake is sticky ...........
   A. there can be taste  B. the taste can exist
   C. can it be tasted  D. it can be tasted

2. If he hadn't been driving so fast, he wouldn't ...........
   A. cause the accident and his wife would still be alive.
   B. have caused the accident and his wife would have still been alive.
   C. have caused the accident and his wife would still be alive.
   D. have caused the accident and his wife wouldn't die.

2. **transformations** (ze słowem kluczowym) [na bazie obowiązującego materiału] x10

For each of the sentences below, write a new sentence as similar as possible to the original sentence, but using the word given in capital letters. The words MUST NOT BE ALTERED in any way.

1. Stephen just couldn't manage to explain how he made so many spelling errors. **LOSS**
   Stephen was at a loss to explain...

2. I don't think teaching biology really suits them. **CUT**
   I don't think they are cut out for teaching biology.

3. I am going to make you responsible for today's program. **CHARGE**
   I'm going to put you in charge of today's program.

3. **text correction** [one error per line] x15

In MOST lines of the following text there is ONE unnecessary word. It is either grammatically incorrect or does not fit with the sense of the text. Find each unnecessary word, and then write it in the table ON THE ANSWER SHEET. Indicate the correct lines with a tick (·).

Migrant workers from the new European Union states are to filling jobs that 1
UK workers are not being prepared to take, but for much lower wages. Three 2
quarters of employers said that they had believed European enlargement had 3
been good for business. A survey of 1,000 migrants and employers found out employers used highly qualified migrant workers for low-skilled and the low-paid work. These findings confirm that immigration keeps on down wage inflation by relieving labour shortages. Employers said that they were valued migrant workers filling vacancies in low-skilled jobs, especially in the building, hospitality and agricultural sectors.

4. **word building** [na bazie listy wordbuilding] x10

Use the word given in CAPITALS at the end of each sentence to form a new word that fits in the space in the same sentence. Write your answers clearly IN THE TABLE ON THE ANSWER SHEET. Mind the correct SPELLING.

1. In this edition of the show, physicians help retirees embrace a more active >>>>>>> and change their eating habits. **LIFE**

2. Astronomers claim that this was a truly >>>>>>> explosion. **MONSTER**

5. **trios** x10

For questions 1-10, think of a SINGLE WORD which can be used appropriately IN ALL THREE sentences. Write the words IN THE TABLE ON THE ANSWER SHEET.

1. I’m sorry but I >>>>>>> to that kind of language in the classroom. Juliet was the >>>>>>> of Romeo’s desire. The >>>>>>> of today’s lesson is to learn how to boil an egg.

2. Most men prefer women with a fuller >>>>>>> to women who are too skinny. I just can’t >>>>>>> out how that magician managed to pull that trick off. Could you hand me that toy >>>>>>> of a soldier from off the shelf?

6. **open cloze** x15

For questions 1-15, read the text below and think of ONE WORD which best fits each space. Write the words IN THE TABLE ON THE ANSWER SHEET. Remember: contractions like can’t, let’s or shouldn’t count as two words.

A man who collected more than 1,800 gnomes is (1)…… to be cremated in the gnome outfit he regularly wore. Ron Broomfield, from Lincolnshire, who collected gnomes for more than 50 years, died at the weekend, aged 80. The retired window cleaner (2)…… thousands of pounds for charities, (3)…… the NSPCC. Part of his collection of pointy-hat clad figurines will be auctioned (4)…… in aid of his
favourite good (5)....... his family said. His niece, Patricia Hammond, said Mr Broomfield was "remarkable", "well-loved" and "brought happiness into the lives of many people".